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Rookiemag.comÂ is a website created by and for young women to make the best of the beauty,

pain and awkwardness of being a teenager. When it becomes tough to appreciate such things, we

have good plain fun and visual pleasure. When you're sick of having to be happy all the time, we

have lots of rants, too. Every school year, we compile the best from the site into a print yearbook.

Behold: our Junior year!Â In Rookie Yearbook Three, we explore cures for love, girl-on-girl crime,

open relationships, standing for something, embracing our inner posers, and so much more.

Featuring interviews with Rookie role models like Sofia Coppola, Amandla Stenberg, Greta Gerwig,

and Kim Gordon, and a bonus section chock-full of exclusive content including a pizza pennant,

sticker sheet, valentines, plus advice and contributions from Lorde, Shailene Woodley, Dakota and

Elle Fanning, Grimes, Kelis, Sia, Abbi Jacobson and Ilana Glazer of Broad City, Haim, and more!Â 
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I ordered this because I keep hearing everyone talking about it social media and so I wanted to see

what all of the buzz was about - even though I am no longer a teen... I wish this magazine was

around when I was a teen though! It's super cool. I love the fact that the articles are written by

young people and even the fashion spreads feature actual young people. It's really a rarity



(unfortunately) to have something like this exist, but it's so awesome that it does! And there are

articles written by "famous" people that aren't just about boys and what they eat and dieting!I mean,

I may be in my 20's but I still got a lot from this magazine and there were even some articles that

were actually quite mature and I really think anyone could read this and take something positive

away from it. Excellent magazine! Highly recommend (for any age reader!)!!

I am 34 years old and devoured this..... Would have KILLED for a "guru" like Tavi back in my teens.

So naturally, bought one for all the teens in my life with highlighted passages and phrases that just

hit home with me. Bravo, Rookie Yearbook!

I purchased this book as a gift for my 11 year old niece, but after reading through it, I realized it's a

little too mature for an 11-year-old - or at least too embarrassing to open for Christmas in front of

your mother (there's a 2 page spread entitled "what to do when you're caught masturbating"). I'll

encourage her to read the blog when she's a bit older. I think Tavi is a huge inspiration for young

girls and I hope I can get my niece to learn about her at some point as she's growing up.

I think these yearbooks are great and that Rookie is great for teen girls. I really wish we had Rookie

when I was younger! I am in my 30's but I enjoy reading these articles and the great interviews with

artists like Lorde and Kathleen Hanna. I mentor teenage girls and I think some of the issues in here

are really, really important - there is an article about getting rid of toxic friends that I think is

important for all all ages but especially young adults. Love the fashion in here and I find it inspiring

and comforting to read the interviews with the young girls featured in here. There is a lot of great

content.

I've bought all the Rookie books for my teen daughter. I appreciate the straight forward and honest

writing, and my teen appreciates the fashion sense. If you are looking for a gift for a teen girl, I

would recommend this.

I have given this as a gift twice and the girls love it. What's not to love? Thoughtful art in which

women are at the center of Tavi Gavinson's project of giving girls and women a bulletin board and

canvas for being thinking and loving human beings.

These Rookie Yearbooks are a must read for teenagers (I am a teenager so I van verify this) This



book is great for advice and made me feel comfortable with myself and is generally just a really

great book for all teenage (girls especially) to read.I recommend this to anyone buying for a teenage

girl or who is one.

Just as beautiful, if not more, than the previous two yearbooks. chalk full of gorgeous pictures, DIYs,

and important articles.
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